THE FIRST 4 STEPS
TO BUILDING A
POWERFUL BRAND

Are you ready to build a stronger
brand and increase audience
engagement?

Having these key pieces of your brand in place will help
accelerate your marketing efforts and complete projects
quickly and easily.
A solid brand foundation builds trust with your audience.
Did you know that it takes 5-7 exposures to a brand before a
customer is ready to buy? A consistent identity isn’t only
crucial to marketing, it’s expected: 90 percent of customers
expect your branding to be constant across all channels,
print and online.
By using this checklist, you’ll be able to:
• Clarify and organize key pieces of your brand
• Move quickly to implement and complete key projects
• Finish projects on time and on budget.

Branding is what your customers
think that you are—and your
marketing must reflect that.
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STEP 1

AUDIENCE

Do you understand
your ideal customer?
Identify 2-3 customer types.
Find common personality traits: Are they
organized? Inquisitive? Overwhelmed?
Why do they choose you? If you aren’t clear,
ask some of your raving fans, or review
customer feedback.
Understand their behavior: How do they ﬁnd
you? Are you engaging with them where they are
(trade shows, social media)?

STEP 3

LOGO

Is your logo used
consistently?
Designate a primary logo and a secondary
logo format (for example, a square format
versus a horizontal format)
Do you have a style guide that explains which
logo is used in each application?
Does your team have access to all logo ﬁles?

Ready to keep going? We can help!

Schedule a strategy call

STEP 2

MESSAGE

Do you speak your
customers’ language?
List 3 adjectives that describe your tone of
voice: are you informal, fun and excited?
Experienced, organized and conﬁdent?
What’s important to your customers? Does your
messaging answer their needs?
Internal awareness: does your team understand
the brand message and communicate it
consistently?
Be consistent. Repetition is key to recognition.
If you feel like you’re repeating yourself, you’re
doing it right!

STEP 4

ASSETS

Have you built your visual
brand beyond the logo ?
Color palette: identify 2-3 main brand colors, and
build a secondary color palette for limited use.
Fonts: use no more than 3 font families.
For variety, use bold or italic versions of the
same font family.
Images: create an image library and provide
access as needed. Deﬁne the “look” of your
brand imagery (playful and informal, polished
and modern).

